
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Title: 

Name: 

Organization: 

Summary: 

Which two subcomponents of the Collaborating, Learning & Adapting (CLA) Framework are 
most reflected in your case? Please reference them in your submission. 

• Internal Collaboration

• External Collaboration

• Technical Evidence Base

• Theories of Change

• Scenario Planning

• M&E for Learning

• Pause & Reflect

• Adaptive Management

• Openness

• Relationships & Networks

• Continuous Learning & Improvement

• Knowledge Management

• Institutional Memory

• Decision-Making

• Mission Resources

• CLA in Implementing Mechanisms
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1. WHAT: What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational 
or development challenge(s) prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or adapt?

2. WHY: Why did you decide to use a CLA approach? Why was CLA considered helpful for 
addressing your organizational or development challenge(s)?



  

    
  

   
  

3. How: Tell us the story of how you used a collaborating, learning and/or adapting approach 
to address the organizational or development challenge described in Question 2.



  
 

 

 

  

4. ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACT: How has collaborating, learning and adapting affected your 
team and/or organization? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you expect to see in the future?

5. DEVELOPMENT IMPACT: How has using a CLA approach contributed to your development 
outcomes? What evidence can you provide? If it's too early to tell, what effects do you expect to 
see in the future?



  

 

  

 

6. ENABLING CONDITIONS: How have enabling conditions - resources (time/money/staff), 
organizational culture, or business/work processes - influenced your results?
How would you advise others to navigate any challenges you may have faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID's CLA Team in the Bureau for Policy, Planning 
and Learning (PPL) and by the Program Cycle Mechanism (PCM), a PPL mechanism implemented 

by  Environmental Incentives and Bixal.  
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	Submitter: Hunter Keith
	Organization: DAI Global
	Caption: An industrial jaw-crusher that Taqarib supplied to a group of municipalities in Greater Tripoli will allow cities to clear, zone, and re-invest in conflict-affected areas. Credit: Taqarib
	Case Title: Libya's Taqarib Project Channels the CLA of Local Politics
	Summary: Taqarib is a local governance project in Libya. It helps municipal institutions improve their delivery of the public-services that communities value most. Its objective is the objective of politics itself: to grow the legitimacy of public institutions among resident communities, and to establish elections as a way of either rewarding, or correcting, government performance. Politics is collaboration, learning, and adaptation played out on a societal scale. When they perform effectively, representative governments engage their residents in public forums, take measure of their priorities, and adjust their business practices in order to solve emergent problems and address evolving needs.Taqarib's effectiveness is built on the same principles and the same functions. The project deploys a variety of CLA instruments that keep the project astride the unique and changing needs of communities across the country. As a matter of principle, Taqarib also adopts a CLA approach that fully institutionalizes the process of collecting information, of thinking about its implications for the project workplan, and adjusting the workplan at focused times in the year, based on shifts in what we know. Taqarib goes further than just this, though: it also incentivizes all three aspects of CLA among staff, rewarding those whose contributions are so fresh and substantial that they alter the course of the project.In this case, we describe a data-driven pivot toward urban planning as a project focus. That shift in focus created lasting, statutory changes for the way that Libyan cities are built, including the incorporation of Taqarib's own CLA elements into the way that Libyan cities conduct their business. This submission includes most aspects of CLA, with special focus on technical evidence base and adaptive management.
	Impact: There are three primary ways that Taqarib's learning instruments and approaches have affected the way that team members think of their own roles, the way that they collaborate with one another, and the way that they position for technical achievement. These are to:1. Personalize listening and observation. Taqarib's quarterly perception survey is a highly structured way of listening to people. It is a model whose motivations, if not its precise methods, all 60 staff have internalized and made part of their everyday work. The urban planning responses in the survey show us a world that, when you listen well, can defy expectations. The survey's importance to Taqarib's work has encouraged staff to ask questions and look for surprises in their own communities, knowing that counter-examples to conventional wisdom are full of meaning and will require programmatic adaptation so that the project calibrates to the world as it is, rather than as we assumed it to be.2. Institutionalize learning. Every three months, Taqarib begins an all-staff strategy review with a session focused on the quarter's perception survey data. The team follows these survey briefings with an even longer session dedicated to storytelling - not about the project, but about the governance-related conversations and observations that individual staff have made during the quarter in the places where they live. Even more, Taqarib incentivizes these individual contributions to project learning by awarding substantial cash prizes for stories that provoke tangible changes to Taqarib's approach. These routines and incentives ensure that staff are continuously learning from the world around them, and thinking critically about how new information ought to (re)shape the project.  3. Operationalize adaptation. A willingness to adapt is no good if projects do not have the operational flexibility to shift people and resources to new tasks. DAI and USAID built Taqarib's cooperative agreement so that it accommodates changes to the workplan on a quarterly basis, using CLA as a driver. The culture of the project, meanwhile, is built around a resoundingly clear statement of mission that, in its focus on outcomes over outputs, gives staff a framework for making confident, independent decisions about program adjustments, large and small.  
	Why: For Taqarib to achieve its most important development objectives, the project must: (1) make visible improvements to municipal services (2) that people care about.  Number one is difficult because it is not always clear to the average citizen which public services are the remit of local authorities and which are the responsibility of their national counterparts. That is dangerous because mis-attribution, particularly when there is failure to deliver, can have devastating consequences for the legitimacy of local institutions.  Electricity is, for example, entirely under the central government's management in Libya, but people frequently blame municipalities during blackouts, unaware that the problem is outside of their local representatives' control. Taqarib must therefore have a way of determining, not only which public services are fundamentally local, but also which are most likely to succumb to misunderstandings about who is responsible for them.  Number two is difficult because, in an environment riven by insecurity, deteriorating infrastructure, financial insolvency, and environmental extremes, service-delivery priorities shift constantly and unevenly across the country.  Taqarib must have instruments for tracking which public services are foremost in people's minds, especially as they relate to government, and also a way of mapping those concerns through time and across geographies.  Politics in its best, most democratic form, is the apotheosis of CLA. One can only do politics well if one is focused on listening and learning, then adapting to constituent priorities with collaborative solutions that bring constituents along. Taqarib assists with every part of this process, and so therefore makes CLA an intrinsic element of all that we do.
	Factors: Conceptually, Taqarib has benefited from an unalloyed commitment to CLA, rooted in the project's mission and design since long before award. Practically the project has also benefited from a number of explicit enablers that other USAID programs can replicate.1. Empower the MEL function. Taqarib's Cooperative Agreement renders tangible commitment to M&E for learning approaches. The MEL Director is one of just three key staff, accompanied by a sizeable team and professional incentives to drive continuous learning and improvement activities for the project. 2. Keep the workplan flexible. Taqarib's approach to its workplan is to specify, as exhaustively as possible, all of the activities that are both germane to the project's theory of change, and possible to implement. But Taqarib's workplan does not require the project to implement each activity. The point is to define a comprehensive map of activities that both USAID and the implementer can agree to, and then allow a continuous CLA process to determine which specific paths to follow. It's a process that relies on clear statements of outcome-level objectives, careful definition of project indicators, painstaking draft-work for the workplans themselves, and considerable trust between USAID and implementer.3. Incentivize learning. Critical thinking is a learned skill, not an innate ability. The process of exploring one's whole environment through simplistic, open-ended questions, of seeing the epistemic value of conversations and experiences that can seem mundane - this is not something that comes naturally to staff who have spent careers executing very linear project-management tasks. It helps to incentivize lateral thinking and expeditionary inquiry, providing tangible benefits to staff who adopt the CLA mantle and use it to change the substance of their project for the better.
	CLA Approach: One way that Taqarib manifests its commitment to CLA is by conducting quarterly perception surveys of 8,000 households across Libya. These surveys specify the public's service-delivery priorities, how they evolve over time, and how they vary according to place. The data are statistically sufficient to justify meaningful decision-making with respect to the adaptation of project approaches and the re-direction of project resources.  Within the technical evidence base that these surveys build, there appear the bugaboos of city life that are in the public interest everywhere - road maintenance, parks and recreation, public safety, solid waste management, etc. The familiar list goes on. But in a eureka moment for Taqarib, in 2020 the project watched as "urban planning" climbed to the top of resident concerns in cities across Libya, a surprise for even dedicated local-government observers. On the one hand, a country recently emerged from revolution sought ways of transforming the cityscape to both project and facilitate inclusion, prosperity, and a new cultural order. On the other, ambiguous laws and standards allowed for land-grabs and shoddy construction whose impact on the built environment was precisely the opposite.Taqarib's learning INSTRUMENT pointed to an unexpected public priority. Taqarib's learning APPROACH mandated a shift in project resources to address that priority in all the ways that the data suggested were possible:1. To deal with the immediate political concern, Taqarib collaborated externally with municipal offices, using survey data to design a 16-module training course in urban planning. Undertaking the course allowed municipal staff to meaningfully acknowledge constituent concerns and demonstrate technical competence. 2. To deal with the immediate physical concern, Taqarib initiated its largest direct-distribution to municipal partners, procuring a mobile jaw crusher capable of dispensing with cities' unlicensed, unsafe, and otherwise unwanted construction debris, also with the capability of recycling hazardous and unwanted material into components, like road-base, that are useful for the delivery of other public services.2. To address longer-term opportunities for better urban planning, Taqarib layered on top of these activities a significant investment in geographic information system (GIS) capability across the country. Grants to municipalities funded the deployment of GIS hardware and software. Intensive training accompanied these resources and gave practitioners a more sophisticated understanding of the mapping and analytical tools at their disposal. 4. To spread and localize the practice of evidence-based learning that had been so useful for Taqarib's own purposes in this example, Taqarib, in partnership with the same firm that oversees the project's quarterly perception survey, offered rigorous training in public-opinion polling and research to civil society organizations across the country. They are now in a position to ascertain public priorities in the same empirical way, and use that data to advocate for prioritization and adaptation inside their own local institutions.The urban planning example is just one of many that represents Taqarib's cyclical and systematic way of gathering data, using internal collaboration at quarterly milestones to distill its meaning, using external collaboration to design programmatic responses, and having the confidence in both data and approach to decide on project adaptations with real substance.
	Context: The Taqarib project helps cities across Libya improve municipal services that people care about. It does so in an environment where quality-of-life indicators are deteriorating, where resources are scarce, and where the nature of local institutions constantly evolves within a larger, mostly chaotic state-building process.But Taqarib also works at a time of enormous opportunity. Libya's revolution in 2011 left behind a public consensus that has led a series of governments to enact tangible steps - leaps, really, when compared to moves by other states around the globe - to decentralize a government apparatus built for dictatorship. Year after year, cities in Libya have gained more prerogative over their own affairs and, potentially, more claim to the immense wealth that Libya could produce, if only its many political currents would put their troubles to rest. Taqarib's opportunity is not just to safeguard people's wellbeing or improve their standard of living by repairing roads or rehabilitating public parks. It is to use these highly visible acts of good governance to localize and strengthen Libya's experiment with democratic accountability, to invest in the most successful examples of practical problem-solving, and to anchor Libya's emerging social contract in an electoral process that is closest to the places where people live their everyday lives.At the end of all of this is Taqarib's potential in Libya to shape the way that politics is done. The city is a venue for political competition on the basis of performance much more than on the basis of ideology. If Libyan cities incubate a political culture of performance, and a political class of high performers, then it is possible to see a future where the mostly chaotic state-building project, riven by ideology and neophytes, turns toward order, inclusion, and prosperity.  This is the logic of Taqarib's theory of change.
	Impact 2: When Taqarib made the decision to invest in urban planning as a technical theme, we did so without knowing for certain how compelling the issue would be for our municipal partners. Our learning instrument told us about the public's concern, but it did not straightforwardly connect that concern with the motivation or capability of municipal institutions to respond. Whether there was an innate alignment of interests, or whether politics was simply pushing cities to react, Taqarib's urban planning outcomes are already among the project's most important achievements.1. Individual buy-in. Operating in a world dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic, with remote training sessions that did not include the typical participation incentives (per-diem, travel, face-to-face networking, etc.) it was unclear how many municipal staff would willingly sit through an intensive training course. And yet by the closing of Taqarib's training window, more than 160 people representing 26 of Taqarib's partner-municipalities completed training.2. Institutional buy-in. Taqarib's urban-planning training traveled by word-of-mouth, eventually landing at Libya's Municipal Development Institute. The Institute approached Taqarib asking to incorporate the project's urban planning content into its curriculum, followed by a request for Taqarib to train the Institute's instructors.3. Center of Excellence. Taqarib joined forces with a group of female engineers who managed a nascent GIS lab at the offices of Tripoli municipality. Through grants, Taqarib expanded their equipment base and deepened their knowledge of GIS applications. The office grew organically to be a center of excellence, not because Taqarib labeled it so, but because its reputation now draws municipal staff from across the country who want to curate GIS capabilities locally. The implications for municipal governance, in addition to those for female professionals in Tripoli, and for national unity, with staff crossing political boundaries to learn from one another, are extraordinary.4. Structural reform. The national government reformed the statutory structure of the Libyan city so that it now includes an urban planning office, specifying a GIS sub-element. Each city in Libya will now have substantial human and financial resources dedicated to the urban planning function, bringing Taqarib's CLA process to its full and very positive conclusion.
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